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Night Tube grade
consolidation, against which
RMT drivers are now striking,
isn’t just management
tinkering. 

An entire grade, the part-time
TO23 role, was scrapped,
longstanding agreements ripped
up, and drivers, many of whom
have worked for LU for decades,
told that they would now be
working significantly more
weekends and night shifts.

Senior bosses came up with
these schemes from the comfort
and safety of their own homes
while we worked through the
pandemic.

A recent company bulletin
states: “We’ve been presented
with no realistic alternatives [to
grade consolidation]”. 

One “realistic alternative” is the
model that was in operation for
three years before Covid.
Another,  even within a
consolidated model, is to make
Night Tube shifts voluntary. If
bosses need some certainty
over coverage, this could be
done with a fixed-link system,

with a notice period or waiting
list required to withdraw. The
reason management don’t want
to do this is that they know most
full-time drivers don’t want to
work nights shifts.

The bulletin goes on to say
grade consolidation is “a positive
change” and makes LU “fairer”.

Any driver forced to work night
shifts will struggle to see how it
is “fairer” or a “positive change”.

Tubeworker wonders what will
we see in future management
bulletins: perhaps that it is no
longer “realistic” to honour our
pension arrangements? Perhaps
they will type, from the comfort
of their living room sofas, that it
is better and “fairer” for “their
people” (i.e., us, the workers on
the frontline, never them) if we
take a pay cut or work longer
hours. Will we be told it is “better
for London” if jobs are slashed
(whilst they wish there were no
unions, or rank-and-file
publications like Tubeworker, to
call them out on their
nonsense)?

Maybe one director will rip up

the attendance policy on a video
call whilst working at home
nursing a broken leg, whilst
telling those of us whose labour
keeps the wheels turning that it
is “fairer” if we are all on a worse
attendance procedure, if we
have our sick pay cut, or are
simply sacked, should we find
ourselves suffering from a
repeated or long term ailment.

OPPORTUNITY
The strikes are the first
opportunity we have to
demonstrate to management,
the Mayor, and the Tory
government that we won’t let
them attack us in this way.

Aslef have a recently renewed
strike mandate, although it is yet
to call action, and backed
management’s grade
consolidation attack. This
mandate, and the upcoming
RMT ballot for action to resist
detrimental changes to pension
arrangements, are further
opportunities to stop senior
management’s rewriting of
reality and their redefinition of
“fairness”.

Let’s send a strong message,
via solid strikes and well-
supported picket lines. 

All Tube workers should
prepare for joint action so we
can show management what
we, the workers, see as being
“fair” and “realistic” for giving
up a massive chunk of our lives
for London Underground to
keep the system going during
the pandemic.

Strike against Night Tube grade
consolidation: defend conditions

Central, Jubilee, Northern, Piccadilly,
Victoria drivers to strike from:

• 04:30 (26/11) to 04:29 (27/11)
• 04:30 (18/12) to 04:29 (19/12)

Central and Victoria drivers to also strike
between 20:30 and 04:30 every
Friday/Saturday night (Night Tube) until
18/12.

PICKETS AT ALL STRIKING DEPOTS



FARRINGDON STAFF VOTE
FOR STRIKES
Station staff at Farringdon have
voted for industrial action over the
imposition of a new CSA roster
that will increase extreme shifts
and weekend working.

The ballot returned a 95%
majority for action on a 62%
turnout, a clear indication that
workers won’t accept their
conditions being driven down.

There’s a review meeting with LU
directors scheduled. If concessions
aren’t forthcoming, strikes must be
named.

CSA2 EXTREMES?
LU’s original justification for
paying CSA2s less was that don’t
carry out as many tasks and work
fewer extreme turns.

The boundaries of the former
have been murky right from the
outset, and now it seems that the
latter is becoming a relic of past
excuses. CSA2s now work extreme
turns in numerous stations, not only
as part of their rosters but as spare
duties too.

This is, no doubt, the result of LU’s
understaffing crisis. The answer to
that is to employ more staff.

TWO BECOME ONE
Spare a
thought for
staff at
Tottenham
Hale, which is
nearing the
end of a long
and extensive
refurb.

Greater Anglia and LU stations will
become much more closely
intertwined. Reps have serious
concerns that it could all go pear-
shaped. Two different companies,
with two different radio systems,
working to two different rule books...
what could possibly go wrong?!

A gateline into the LU station will
be staffed by GA staff - but with
gatelines being the main means of
implementing crowd control, how
can LU staff control crowds in their
own station?

Back to the drawing board, we

think.

REVENUE IN THE FIRING
LINE
LU wants to align Revenue Control
Inspector (RCI) rosters with
general station staff rosters,
meaning they would work extreme
shifts and potentially cover duties
on stations.

LU also plans to scrap RCIs’
current line-based working for a
zonal model; the proposed “North
East” zone includes both Barnet
and Upminster. The “South East”
zone include both Elephant and
Castle and Heathrow. Revenue staff,
both RCIs and the new RCO grade,
could be expected to book on and
off at any station within their
allocated “zone”. There’s no
provision for travelling time, so if
you’re an RCI who lives in Kent or
Essex, and you find yourself
rostered to a 05:20 start at
Heathrow... good luck getting there.

These proposals will wreck
work/life balance for revenue staff,
whilst doing nothing to address the
real crisis in revenue: the fact that
the department has been
systematically de-staffed over many
years, meaning around 50% of its
establishment positions are
currently unfilled.
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RESIST
ATTACKS ON
THE SRT

LU wants to turn the Special
Requirement Team (SRT) into an
“anytime, anywhere” workforce,
providing permanent mobile
cover to plug staffing gaps on
stations.

Under new proposals, SRT staff
will cover rostered shifts on
stations. Cover weeks would be
introduced for the SRT, meaning
even more “flexibility” for the
company. Zones will be reviewed,
potentially meaning SRT staff
could be sent to work anywhere.
SRT CSS jobs will be abolished,
and current SRT CSSs displaced
to other locations. Some
additional jobs are being created...
but for new managers!

The LU email announcing the
proposals said “there will be no
compulsory redundancies”... as if
they’re doing us a favour! There’s
a no-compulsory-redundancies
guarantee in the main agreement
between LU and the unions;
compulsory redundancies was
never on the table. The reality of
the proposals is that they are
100% take and 0% give. They
wholly benefit what LU likes to call
“business needs”, to the detriment
of staff.

Unions must resist. A
correspondent writes:

“Union power prevented the
SRT from being a combine-wide
reserve, and it instead became
known for combining flexibility
with fairness and providing good
work/life balance. Typically the
company has refused to
recognise this and has instead
announced a brutal new attempt
to force its reserve dream on the
SRT. The response from SRT
CSAs is a powerful call to arms.
Make no mistake, this plan will
have dire affects on the combine if
successful, limiting project
support requests and especially
event staffing that will increase
the level of danger to staff and
customers. 

SRT reps are mobilising and
preparing for the fight ahead.”
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